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Kawaihae Bay Pre Harbor 1954



Kawaihae Bay Pre Harbor 1954

Original Kawaihae Reef Approximate

Kawaihae Bay Pre Harbor 1954



United States Corps of Engineers has a plan for a harbor



USACE  Letter and Preliminary Report on Kawaihae Harbor Construction 1949

Territory of Hawaii





The reef was expendable and practical to serve as foundation. 



1957 - 1959
The Kawaihae Reef was gutted to construct the Kawaihae Harbor  




Kawaihae Harbor 1964



An alternate northern location for the Kawaihae Harbor could have spared the Kawaihae 
Reef from near-total destruction. The harbor could be located north of  Reef, where the 
traditional anchorage was.  A 1932 nautical chart showed that area with a sandy bottom at 
an average depth of 38 feet.  Instead, the USACE made its biggest initial mistake by 
creating the 35-foot-deep harbor in and on the Reef.  The Corps has also learned from its 
other mistakes.  They designed the small boat harbor’s opening to be south-facing instead 
of northwest.  Heavy winter swells arrive from the northwest.
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Kawaihae Harbor 1964

Remaining reef 1964

Pu’u Kohola Heiau

The original harbor 
design may have 
intended to enclose 
this area (future 
Pelekane Bay)



Kawaihae Harbor 1964

Remaining reef 1964

Pu’u Kohola Heiau

The original harbor 
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The Heiau



In 1791, King Kamehameha finished a luakini heiau, a sacrificial temple on a hill overlooking 
the Kawaihae Reef. He had spent some time in Kawaihae and was compelled to locate such 
a significant heiau there. Several geographical factors may have influenced his choice.  The 
two fundamental ones would certainly be running water and an abundant food source. 
Thousands lived and worked to construct the heiau, so Kawaihae Reef would have to sustain 
them for at least a year.



Along came the harbor.  The Kawaihae Reef, as a food source, was the first to be destroyed. 
Then, the harbor almost entirely severed the Heiau’s connection to the Reef.  What is left is a 
tiny patch of muddy water. The US government also claimed the shoreline as an eminent 
domain. That act forced local families off their homes and lands.  


The three most heinous acts unleashed by colonialism against indigenous cultures worldwide 
are destroying the food sources, being insensitive to cultural reverence, and forcing people 
off their lands.

The construction of the Kawaihae Harbor achieved all three. 



Kawaihae Reef Was Excavated or Dredged Minimum ThreeTimes

The Corps’ first mistake was selecting the Reef to build its harbor. 
The initial mistake is then multiplied at least two more times. 




Project Tugboat 1972
Addition of A Small Craft Harbor Using Extreme Explosives



US Army Corps of Engineers experimented 
with extreme explosives on the reef to create 

Kawaihae South Small Boat Harbor

For entirety and sound see source: https://
californiarevealed.org/do/43be4f51-

f63f-422c-8a26-6f6be8eb6858

https://californiarevealed.org/do/43be4f51-f63f-422c-8a26-6f6be8eb6858
https://californiarevealed.org/do/43be4f51-f63f-422c-8a26-6f6be8eb6858
https://californiarevealed.org/do/43be4f51-f63f-422c-8a26-6f6be8eb6858
https://californiarevealed.org/do/43be4f51-f63f-422c-8a26-6f6be8eb6858


Kawaihae Harbor 2022
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Size Comparison

More than 200 acres of the Reef were destroyed in comparison to Waimea. 
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Kawaihae Harbor 2022

Remaining reef 2022

Healthy Reef



Kawaihae Reef has recovered in places and is thriving inside the Harbor, where it is undisturbed.

The reef improves 100 to 200m away from the break wall on the outside. 

The effects of the Harbor's original and subsequent constructions are still being felt.  




Hawaii Department of Transportation Harbors Division has a Master Plan



Kawaihae Harbor Expansion Plan 2035



Kawaihae Harbor Expansion Plan 2035



Kawaihae Harbor Expansion Plan 2035

KAWAIHAE HARBOR BEACH aka CORAL FLATS or LSD BEACH



A visual survey of Kawaihae Harbor Beach aka Coral Flats/LSD Reef was done on August 15, 2023.

This reef has survived two major excavations inside the harbor.


Now it is the target of the newest plan for the harbor expansion.



KAWAIHAE HARBOR  

KAWAIHAE HARBOR BEACH aka CORAL FLATS or LSD BEACH
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FUTURE PIER 3


KAWAIHAE HARBOR  
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The survey yields various healthy corals, including the threatened Cauliflower corals.

The remaining original reef is dense with colonies.  

Where there are boulders and rubbles, every big or small one host coral lives. 

One endangered hawksbill sea turtle and a white-tip shark made their brief appearances.   




The construction of the Kawaihae Harbor must be remembered as a terrible mistake. 

The decisions by USACE or whomever to destroy the most extensive reef on the island must not be repeated.

After the initial blunder, the Corps repeatedly made even more terrifying experiments with extreme explosives 
to excavate more holes in the reef.


The tragic irony of this debacle is that the harbor can be built just north of the existing harbor, where the 
original anchorages occur.  The area is sandy and deep, with no reef to destroy.  The Corps would have to use 
more rocks readily available on this island made out of basalt.  


Their 1949 USACE report decided that using the reef as a foundation was practical. That decision, supported 
by the catastrophic decision to carve out the reef for a deep draft harbor, would have been impossibly stupid if 
it were made today. Yet, every time the coral reef is destroyed, a mistake is made, and the Hawaii Department 
of Transportation and The Corps have piled on more mistakes and are willing to repeat the tragedy. 


Conclusion



Any future decision regarding destroying the reef must have the consent of the reef.  



kawaihaereef.org

http://kawaihaereef.org

